The paper develops an improved social spider optimization algorithm (ISSO) for finding optimal solutions of economic load dispatch (ELD) problems. Different ELD problem study cases can bring huge challenges for testing the robustness and effectiveness of the proposed ISSO method since discontinuous objective functions as well as complicated constraints are taken into account. The improved method is different from original social spider optimization algorithm (SSSO) by performing several modifications directly related to three processes of new solution generation. Namely, the proposed method keeps one formula for the first and the second generations and modify them effectively while SSSO has two different formulas for each generation. In the third generation, the proposed method applies a new formula for determining the mating radius of dominant males and females with the intent to expand search space and avoid falling into local zones. The modifications can support the proposed ISSO method find better solutions with faster manner than SSSO while the number of control parameters and the number of computational processes can be reduced. As a result, the proposed method can find much less generation cost and achieve faster search speeds than SSSO for all considered systems. On the other hand, the search ability evaluation of the proposed method is also given by comparing results with other existing methods available in previous studies. The proposed method can obtain approximate or better results and faster convergence than nearly all compared methods excluding for the last system. Consequently, the proposed ISSO method can be recommended to be a strong method for ELD problem and it can be tried for other mathematical problems in engineering.
Introduction
Economic load dispatch (ELD) is one of the most complex problems in power system optimization operation consisting of the specific objective of reducing total electric generation fossil fuel cost and taking constraints regarding all power plants into account. The problem tends to take different power plants into account such as thermal power plants, hydropower plants and renewable power plants such as wind turbines, solar thermal power plant and photovoltaic cells. In this paper, we consider thermal power plants as researched objects in which different characteristics of objective functions and and different values of control parameter have been tuned for the best solutions of different systems. Found solutions could lead to a conclusion that mutation change was the most suitable selection. CSA is a widely and successfully applied method for ELD problem due to its exploitation and exploration corresponding to local search and global search abilities. The method has two generations in each iteration and there must be two selections in each iteration. The feature seems to take more time for CSA to seek solutions for per iteration but it gets results incredibly effectively and fast. In fact, CSA has seen its strong points via a huge number of test cases in [14] . Although CSA could achieve promising numerical results better than those from other existing methods, it could be improved better in connection with solution quality and search speed. ORCSA was built for shortening search time and reducing search steps that were being used in CSA as said above such as two generations and two selections in each iteration. Most modifications of PSO are to change formula calculating velocity but still keep formula determining position of each particle. NAPSO [18, 19] has proposed new formula calculating velocity and tuned inertia weight by using fuzzy rules. In addition, other parameters have been set to self-adaptation. The method was run accompany with conventional PSO and PSO with fuzzy mechanism (FPSO) to prove its outstanding performance. LRS-MPSO [16] has added one more local search technique and memorized the worst position of each particle. The two modifications have intentionally enhanced exploitation and exploration abilities. In [16] , LRS-MPSO has been compared with GA, PSO, modified PSO (MPSO) and PSO with local random search (LRS-PSO). Result comparisons have indicated LRS-MPSO could improve results effectively for some tests, but for some cases, the method could not find better optimal solutions. SUP-PSO [17] has used improved constriction factor and self-adaptive acceleration coefficients together with change of formula calculating velocity. Thus, the method was highly superior to PSO for solutions of ELD problem. IPSO in [20] was a strange version of PSO since the current position subtracted from the best fitness function value was additional step size. Furthermore, the study also proposed a new formula calculating maximum velocity, which was totally different from all other versions of PSO. The two modifications could enrich capability of jumping out local optimal zones and reaching global optimal zones. Thus, the method was much better than PSO. IPSO-TVAC [21] has used IPSO in [20] and adaptive acceleration coefficients in order to highly enrich global seeking ability of PSO. As a result, IPSO-TVAC was more effective than IPSO in [20] and PSO. SQ-PSO, a newly updated version of quantum PSO (QPSO), has classified solutions into different groups relied on solutions' quality and radius. Different strategies have been applied for producing new solutions for each considered solution based on evaluation of quality and such radius. The method has seen its improvement over QPSO and PSO via several test systems. KHA has been used in [23] while the integration of KHA and opposition-based learning method (KHA-OL) has been developed in [24] for solutions of ELD problem. MRCGA, an improved version of RCGA, has used arithmetic average bound crossover technique and wavelet mutation technique, which are completely different from those of RCGA. Advantages of the method have been also demonstrated better than UM-GA and UM-MGA as well as other versions of GA. MFA and IFA are two improved versions of FA wherein such two versions have had the same modifications of changing radius calculation formula and changing formula calculating mutation technique. MFA has used an adaptive parameter with respect to iteration while IFA has proposed different models for seeking new solutions. Both MFA and IFA have found better results than FA but their performance was still modest when compared to other methods. For other remaining methods, most of them are original techniques seeking solutions of ELD problem excepting ISOS [44] , which is a modified version of SOS. ISOS has used two different models, which were taken from CCDE, for replacing ancient mutation technique of SOS. Such changes could bring advantages to ISOS over SOS such as reduction of computation steps and simulation time.
In general, authors have tended to apply original optimization tools or analyse these methods' disadvantages and then they have proposed their improved methods in aim to find solution of ELD problem so that total electric generation fossil fuel cost could be lower than that from other existing methods. Similarly, in the paper we propose an effective social spider optimization algorithm, which is newly constructed from standard social spider optimization (SSSO) [46] . Similar to other methods, SSSO has been also tested on benchmark functions and its solutions have been competed to those of artificial bee colony (ABC) and PSO. Then, such method was newly developed and formed different modified SSO (MSSO) methods presented in [47] [48] [49] . MSSO in [47] has applied new strategy of predetermining the most effective solution. In the method, the best solution was continuously updated as soon as one new solution was produced and it was substituted into new candidate solution creation formula after it was identified. The proposed idea could move search space continuously and enrich exploration ability of SSSO but it also coped with other unintentionally weak points such as using higher number of computation steps and taking more simulation time than SSSO. MSSO in [48] has applied diversified mutation techniques similar to CCDE for seeking candidate solutions. Such modified method could intensify capability of seeking dominated solutions for SSSO but proposed ideas here also formed a MSSO method completely different from SSSO method. Unlike methods in [47, 48] , authors in [49] have developed four different modified SSSO (MSSO) methods by combining different modifications from PSO variants such as adding adaptive inertia weight and constriction factor, adding one more updated step size to new solutions. Their suggested ideas could enhance search ability of SSSO but it also caused more control parameters needing more selections and longer simulation time. Clearly, review on improved versions of SSSO can see that most methods have advantages as well as disadvantages, so in the paper we make a big effort introducing a new improved SSSO method so that the disadvantages of the mentioned MSSO methods above do not exist. In our ISSO method, we aim to reduce the computation steps, use of the most effective formulas, shortening simulation time and especially reduction of control parameter. For the target, we keep only one formula among two available equations of SSSO for the first and the second new solution creations. Then, we suggest changing such two retained equations so that they could create promising solutions. The proposed method's superiorities can be investigated by testing on six systems with 6, 10, 15, 80, 160 and 320 units. In addition, different input-output characteristics and different constraints of thermal units and power systems are also considered. Results from the proposed method are compared to those from SSSO and other mentioned methods above. As a result, the main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
(1) Simplify solution search procedure of SSSO. (2) Abandon less effective formulas producing low quality solutions and keep outstanding formulas. The organization of the remainder of the paper is as follows: in Section 2, we deal with the economic load dispatch problem formulation. Section 3 presents the main contents involving the development of the proposed method. The applications of the proposed method for the economic load dispatch problem have been stated in Section 4. Section 5 and the Appendix A present the study cases and numerical simulation results. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section 6. its efficiency is reflected via the cost. Thus, total fuel cost (TFC) of N units is considered as a major criterion for performance evaluation. Namely, the mathematical formula can be established as follows:
where FC n is burnt fossil fuel cost function with respect to power output of thermal generating unit n. FC n corresponding to single fuel source and several fuel sources is, respectively, expressed by the following models:
and fuel 1 α n2 + β n2 P n + χ n2 P 2 n for P min n2 ≤ P n ≤ P max n2 and fuel 2 . . . α nK n + β nK n P n + χ nK n P 2 n f or P min nK n ≤ P n ≤ P max nK n and fuel K n
For the case considering fossil fuel sources and effects of working valves, Equation (3) becomes more complicated form as follows [20] :
and fuel 1 α n2 + β n2 P n + χ n2 P 2 n + δ n2 × sin(ε n2 × (P min n2 − P n )) f orP min n2 ≤ P n ≤ P max n2 and fuel 2 . . .
Set of Constraints
In the section, constraints are arranged according to complex level where in the simplest constraint is mentioned first and the most complicated one is said at the end of the section. Firstly, generation capacity (GC) of each thermal generating unit is constrained. Secondly, the balance rule between generation source side and load demand side together with power loss is satisfied. For advanced power systems, other constraints such as generation increase and decrease range (GIDR), violated working zone (VWZ) and requested reserve real power (RRP) are taken into account. All the constraints are formulated as follows:
(i) Generation capacity constraint: Real power generation capacity of each thermal generating unit n is constrained by the following inequality:
(ii) Demand side-supply side balance constraint: It needs to balance demand side (the sum of power of load and power loss in branches) and supply side (corresponding to total power generated by all thermal generating units) as the following rule:
In Equation (6), P loss is total power loss in all transmission lines and can be obtained by using power output of generating units and coefficients of active power loss matrix as follows:
where B nj , B 0n and B 00 are coefficients of the power loss matrix. In order to calculate these B coefficients, the following steps should be applied [50] .
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(1) Determine solution of power flow for initial operation state of power system: via the solution, magnitude and phase angles of voltage at all buses are known (2) Calculate load currents and total load current (3) Find Z impedance matrix (4) Determine transformation matrices C, ψ and H (5) Calculate B coefficients However, it is noted that if new plans of generation and initial power system state are not highly different, the B coefficients may be considered to be constant [50] . For the ELD problem, these coefficients are known as given data and fixed at the same values during the process of determining the optimal power output of units [1] . These coefficients are not dependent on power output of generating units but total power loss P loss is still influenced by the value of power output. This power loss calculation method is different from the method used in optimal power flow (OPF) problem. In OPF, P loss is a more complicated function with the presence of voltage of buses, parameters of conductor and voltage phase angle of buses.
(iii) Violated working zone (VWZ) constraint: As mentioned in the constraint of Equation (5), power output of each unit must be within lower and upper bounds. However, due to the limitation of some components of unit, some zones inside the range are violated for operation. The zones are defined as violated working zone. As VWZ is considered, working power range of each thermal generating unit is not continuous as usual since several power intervals are violated for producing electricity. The typical VWZ is mathematically expressed by:
where VWZ j is the j-th violated working zone; NVWZ n is the number of violated working zones of the n-th thermal generating unit;P min n,VWZ j and P max n,VWZ j are lower and upper bounds of the j-th violated working zone of the n-th thermal generating unit.
(iv) Required reserve power constraint: In order to avoid lack of energy in the case that the largest power unit shuts down, total active power reserve of all thermal units should be required to be equal to or higher than that of the largest power unit. The requirement is as below [20] :
where P RR is the total requested reserve power of power system; (P max n − P n ) is reserve power of the n-th thermal generating unit.
(v) Power generation increase and decrease limit constraint: The fact that thermal generating units cannot increase or decrease power generation immediately up to or down to expected power value but it needs time for the increase and decrease processes. Within one hour limit, power generation increase and decrease ranges are represented by PGI and PGD, and current generation must depend on such limits as two inequalities below:
P n ≤ P initial n + PGI n for generation increase purpose (11) Energies 2019, 12, 1075
where P initial n is the initial power of the n-th thermal generating unit; and PGI n and PGD n are allowed generation increase and decrease the step sizes of the n-th thermal generating unit.
The Proposed Improved Social Spider Optimization Algorithm (ISSO)
3.1. Review on Original Social Spider Optimization Algorithm 3.1.1. Spider Community Spider community on the web is comprised of female spiders, male spiders and baby spiders wherein the population is supposed to be the sum of females and males while babies are not included in the population. The number of females is higher than that of males and it is approximately about from 60% to 90% of the whole population. Nature phenomenon of spider community is compatible with main steps in social spider optimization algorithm. Namely, SSSO and spider community can be described as follows:
(1) Number of female spiders, NFS, is corresponding to NFS solutions (2) Number of male spiders, NMS, is corresponding to NMS solutions (3) Number of male and female spiders (NMFS) is population size (N ps ) and corresponding to a set of solutions (4) Movement of females is corresponding to newly updated procedure of NFS old solutions (5) Movement of males is corresponding to newly updated procedure of NMS old solutions (6) Mating males and females producing babies is corresponding to newly producing new solutions As explained above, SSSO produces three generations of solution at each iteration. It newly produces NFS solutions for the first generation and NMS solutions for the second generation, but there is no an exact number of baby spiders or a number of solutions for the third generation.
The First Generation Producing NFS Solutions
The first generation is formed by two models of producing new solutions by using a condition, which compares a random number ε f with a predetermined probability P a . The two parameters are within the range from 0 to 1 but ε f is randomly generated while P a is manually selected. Each solution X f,f owns one ε f and it is newly updated based on comparison of ε f and P a . The mechanism is formulated as follows:
where ∆X 1 , ∆X 2 and ∆ 1 are updated step sizes, which are calculated by:
The vibrations of the two spiders are calculated by the following expressions:
In the two formulas above, r closest and r best are respectively the distance from the f-th female to one closest to her and to the best spider in the current population. W closest and W Gbest are weight values of (18) where EF worst and EF best are evaluation function values of the worst and the best spiders; and EF s is evaluation function value of the sth spider.
The Second Generation Producing NFS Solutions
Similar to the first generation, the second one also selects one out of two models for producing a new solution for each old considered solution. For diversity search purposes, SSSO classifies males into the good group with better weight than mean male and bad group with worse weight than mean male. Each one in the same group uses the same model but two ones in different groups use different models. The mechanism can be briefly described in the equation below:
In the formula, W m,m and W m,mean are weight value of the m-th male and mean weight value of all males, and other terms are calculated by the following models:
In Equation (20) , X f,closest and V f,closest are the position and the vibration intensity of one female who is closest to the m-th male wherein such vibration is determined as follows: (23) where W f,closest is weight value of one female who is closest to the m-th male; and r m,closest is the length between such two spiders.
The Third Generation Producing NBS Solutions
The third generation may take place or not in each iteration depending on current status of all spiders in the web. At the beginning, average fitness of the whole population is determined and then males with less fitness function are considered to be dominated males. If dominant males can see any females within their supervised zone, they will mate with the females and producing babies. Otherwise, there is no mating issue happening in the web if females are not seen by dominant males. Such supervised zone of dominated males is a circle with radius R obtained by:
where max(P n ) and min(P n ) are the maximum and minimum values of P n in all current solutions, X m,m (m=1, . . . ,NMS) and X f,f (f =1, . . . , NFS).
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After determining the radius of the circle, the dominant male and females in the circle will be mated, giving birth to babies as solutions. The b-th baby is formed as follows:
where NBS is the number of baby spiders depending on the number of dominated males and the presence of females in his supervised zone; and P n,b is power output of the n-th thermal generating unit of the b-th baby spider, which is randomly picked from dominated male and females in the circle. Among NBS baby spiders, only the best one X bb,best is kept and the worst spider in population is replaced with X bb,best . Then X bb,best becomes male or female depending on the gender of the worst spider in the population. The whole search process of SSSO for a typical optimization problem can be performed as Figure 1 .
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The Proposed Algorithm

In the section, we carry out three modifications on the SSSO method where in the first and second modifications aim to change Equation (12) for the first generation and Equation (19) for the second generation but the third modification changes radius Equation (24).
The First Modification
In Equation (12), new solutions X new f , f are updated by two models in which the first model adds three terms including ∆X 1 , ∆X 2 and ∆ 1 to old solutions X f,f while the second model subtracts such three terms from such old solutions X f,f . It is clear that the difference between the two models is adding or subtracting such three terms. As reviewing other meta-heuristic algorithms such as differential evolution with mutation operation [11, 12] , particle swarm optimization [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] and bat algorithm with velocity calculation Equation [37] , cuckoo search algorithm with global search and local search [14, 15] , all the methods use addition of step sizes and there is no method using subtraction like the second model in Equation (11) . Thus, the first modification is to use only the first model. As a result, Equation (11) is changed into the following model:
The Second Modification
In the second modification, we apply two changes. The first change is to use only the first model and cancel the second model in Equation (19) . The second change is to replace the female closet to the considered male with the best female, who has been newly updated in Equation (26) . As a result, the second generation in the proposed ISSO method is performed by the following model:
where:
where X f,best and W f,best are the position and weight of the best female; r m,best is the length between the m-th male and the best female.
The Third Modification.
In the third modification, we change radius Equation (24) into the following model:
Observing that Equation (30) can prevent the radius while Equation (24) leads to different values for radius since iteration reaches the maximum value. In addition, the radius in Equation (24) tends to be decreased when iteration is high and it also narrows the search space of the third generation.
Optimization Problem
The whole search of the proposed ISSO method for solving a general optimization problem can be described as Figure 2 . Select the best solution X best and Set I ter =1
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The Application of the Proposed Method for ELD Problem
Randomly Producing Initial Population
As shown in Section 2, ELD problem absolutely consists of power output of thermal generating units and constraints. Thus, chosen decision variables are power output so that all constraints can be handled thoroughly and exactly. A set of (N−1) units is assigned to decision variables while another one is retained to be a balance variable. Such selection method can prevent constrain (6) from violating and punish the balance variable only. Thus, initial population can be randomly generated within the range as the following rule:
where Xs is position of the s-th spider and corresponding to solution s; X min and X max are the minimum and maximum generation of (N−1) decision variables. The terms are mathematically expressed by: 
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where X s is position of the s-th spider and corresponding to solution s; X min and X max are the minimum and maximum generation of (N−1) decision variables. The terms are mathematically expressed by: 
Solution Evaluation Function Construction
Evaluation function is used to rank the quality of solutions. Normally, the evaluation function considers the objective and punishment of constraints. Objective can be easily computed as using (1)- (4) while punishment of constraints should be meticulously considered because wrong punishment leads to invalid solutions violating constraints. In the paper, there are five constraints of ELD problem taken into account such as generation capacity, demand side-supply side balance, generation increase and decrease range, violated working zone and requested reserve real power. The punishment of the constraints are handled as follows:
(i) Generation capacity violation punishment There is no punishment for the constraint because all decision variables are verified and corrected if they are outside the allowed range. Namely, decision variables are set to minimum value if they are lower than the minimum and they are set to maximum value if they are higher than the maximum.
(ii) Demand side-supply side balance violation punishment The violation of the constraint is converted to the violation of thermal unit 1 because thermal unit 1 is obtained as follows:
By substituting Equation (7) into Equation (35), a second order equation with respect to P 1 is determined as follows:
By solving the second order equation, P 1 is calculated by: (37) where:
Here, P 1 is already known but the guarantee that P 1 is always within its allowed range is not made. In fact, P 1 can violate lower bound or upper bound. Thus, it should be checked and penalized by using the following model:
, +∞) (39) In summary, the violation of power balance constraint is dependent on the violation of P 1 meanwhile the violation of P 1 can be checked and penalized thank to the use of Equation (39) . The penalty of P 1 is included in fitness function and then the proposed ISSO will find optimal solutions without any violations.
(iii) Generation increase and decrease range violation punishment As the n-th unit violates the constraint, it is also punished by lower interval of accepted minimum value (P initial n − PGD n ) or higher interval of accepted maximum value (P initial n + PGI n ). The punishment is described by the following model:
(iv) Violated working zone violation punishment As the power output of unit n has fallen into one of violated working zones, it is punished. The bound of punishment is mean of minimum and maximum generation of the VWZ. The detail is as follows:
(v) Requested reserve power violation punishment Since the total reserve power of all units is less than requested reserve power of power system, solution is punished. Otherwise, the solution is not punished if the total reserve power is equal to or higher than RRP. Namely, the following formula can give the exact punishment for RRP violations:
As a result, the evaluation function is formed as follows:
Termination Criterion
Generally, the stopping criterion for methods solving optimization problems are usually based on the iterative errors of two consecutive iterations, constraint mismatch, and maximum number of iterations depending on applied methods. In the paper, the proposed ISSO is a metaheuristic method which is influenced by randomization. Thus, the termination criterion should be based on the maximum number of iterations, Max Iter . The whole search procedure for one optimal solution is not terminated until the current iteration is equal to Max Iter . The selection of Max Iter is done by referring to other studies for the same problem and using trial and error method. However, for approximately all cases, quality of found solutions is dependent on both Max Iter and population size N ps in which N ps directly influences the best optimal solution of the current iteration and execution time of one iteration while Max Iter directly influences the final optimal solution of one run and execution time of one run. The proposed ISSO method handles constraints (6) , (8)- (11) by using control variables shown in (25) and other penalty methods in equations (39)- (43) so that all constraints are always satisfied. One solution is considered to be optimal if it can satisfy all constraints shown in problem formulation section and its objective function is not very high. Normally, one solution, which is found by using optimization algorithm, is called optimal solution but it is not sure that its quality is the best.
In our study, we have known the optimal solutions of previous studies as well as values of control parameters. Thus, we have tried from small values to high values for N ps and Max Iter until the optimal solution have been equal or better than those of previous studies. However, due to the outstanding performance of the proposed ISSO, normally the most appropriate values are less than those from previous studies.
Numerical Results
In order to judge the improvement level of the proposed method over SSSO as well as search ability compared to other existing methods in solving ELD problem, it together with SSSO are applied in the work of finding solutions of six systems including 6, 10, 15, 80, 160 and 320 thermal generating units. Diversification of systems is in turn taken into account when considering different data such as single fuel source, multiple fuel sources, multiple fuel sources with valve effects as well as different constraints such as generation capacity (GC), demand side-supply side balance (DSB), generation increase and decrease range (GIDR), violated working zone (VWZ) and requested reserve power (RRP). For the sake of easy observation, six systems with seven cases are described in detail in Table 1 . The proposed method and SSSO are developed in programming language of Matlab 9.0 and run on laptop with 2.4 Ghz processor and 4GB RAM. For comparisons, 100 trial runs are independently obtained for each case. 
Testing Contribution of the Proposed Modifications
In this section, we have investigated the contribution of each proposed modification on the results obtained by ISSO, so in addition to SSSO and ISSO, we have also implemented three other versions of SSSO consisting of SSSO with the first modification (called ISSO1), SSSO with the second modification (called ISSO2) and SSSO with the third modification (called ISSO3) for three systems 1, 3 and 6. The three selected systems have different characteristics such as different constraints, different numbers of units and different fuel cost functions. The results summarized in Table 2 are minimum cost, mean cost, maximum cost and success rate. The success rate is a ratio of the number of successful runs (100 runs) to the total number of runs where the total number of runs is the sum of the number of successful runs and the number of unsuccessful runs. Here, a run is called a successful run if the final optimal solution of the run can satisfy all constraints or the fitness function of the optimal solution is equal to its total fuel cost. By observing the success rate values, the effectiveness of each modification can be identified clearly. Both ISSO1 and ISSO2 together with ISSO could deal with all constraints absolutely since they have reached a success rate of 100% for the three systems. ISSO3 could not be as good as ISSO1, ISSO2 and ISSO but it was better than SSSO since its success rates were, respectively, 100%, 88% and 100% for the three systems while those of SSSO were, respectively, 76%, 69% and 100% for systems 1, 3 and 6. It can be easily understood that system 3 is the most complicated with four types of constraint and system 6 is the simplest with only two types of constraint. The minimum cost of each system obtained by the five methods can lead to a conclusion that SSSO has found the worst optimal solutions with the highest cost for all systems. For the system 1, ISSO1, ISSO2, ISSO3 and ISSO have reached the same fuel cost, which was less than that of SSSO. For the systems 3 and 6, ISSO1, ISSO2 and ISSO3 have found lower minimum cost than SSSO but higher minimum cost than ISSO. The comments on mean cost and maximum cost obtained by these methods are also similar to those on the minimum cost. Consequently, it can be stated that each proposed modification could improve result better than SSSO for three systems in terms of dealing with constraints and finding optimal solutions with high quality. 
Result Comparisons on the First System
In this section, the challenge for the proposed method's robustness and effectiveness is to find solutions of a six-unit system taking VWZ constraint and power loss in branches into account. Load-side power is 1263 MW. For the data of the system, readers can refer to [51] . One hundred values of the fuel cost are obtained for both SSSO and the proposed methods by setting the population size and maximum iterations to 20 and 30, respectively. Table 3 reports the best solution's fuel cost, the worst solution's fuel cost and average fuel cost of all solutions together with control parameters from SSSO, the proposed method and other existing methods. It is indicated by the table that the proposed method can minimize the generation cost more effectively than SSSO since the best solution, the worst solution and average solution of the proposed method have less generation cost than those of SSSO. Furthermore, it is clearly visible by observing Figure 3 that approximately 94 solutions of the proposed methods have better generation costs than those from SSSO. Thus, sufficient evidences such as better best solution, better worst solution and approximately all better solutions can justify the improvement level of the proposed method over SSSO for the system. Comparing the proposed method with other reported methods also sees that the proposed method is superior to DE [11] , GA [11] , PSO [11] , GA [16] , PSO [16] , LRS-MPSO [16] , GA [16] , LRS-PSO [16] , SUP-PSO [17] , PSO [18] , FPSO [18] , NAPSO [18] , IPSO [20] , IPSO-TVAC [21] , KHA-I [23] , KHA-II [23] , KHA-III [23] , BFA [33] and MTS [34] with respect to the best solution while the average solution and the worst solution from the proposed method are approximate to or better than those from others. As seen in the fifth column, the improvement percentage (IP) values of the best solution from the proposed method over other ones is not high, just from 0% to 0.103% but the population size and iterations employed for the proposed method are smaller than those from all methods with reported values. N ps and Max Iter were set to 20 and 30 for the proposed method but they were 20 and 50 for the methods in [16] [21] , and 10 and 200 for the method in [34] . Thus, the proposed method has used about 690 newly updated solutions and spent 0.14 seconds, while that from other methods was from 1000 to 10,000 solutions. It is clear that if these methods have been run by setting N ps and Max Iter to the same values as the proposed method, their results, i.e. minimum, average and maximum cost, would be increased to higher values and their performance would be much worse than the proposed method because their iterations would be decreased from 2 to 7 times as compared to reported values. As a result, we can state that the proposed method is capable of finding better results than most methods for the system with VWZ and transmission power loss. The best solution found by the proposed method is given in Table A1 in the Appendix A. Figure 3. The best fitness functions of 100 runs obtained by SSSO and ISSO for system 1.
Result Comparisons on the Second System
In this study case, the proposed method together with SSSO are applied to the second system with ten units using multiple fossil fuel sources in which the first case considers valve effects and 
In this study case, the proposed method together with SSSO are applied to the second system with ten units using multiple fossil fuel sources in which the first case considers valve effects and load-side and supply side balance constraint while the second case considers such constraints together with other constraints such as VWZ, GIDRC and RRPC. The whole data of the first case and the second case are taken from [27] and [28] , respectively. Results of different methods are reported in Tables 4 and 5 for case 1 and case 2, respectively. Comparison between SSSO and the proposed method can justify the outstanding search of the proposed method since it can find better set of solutions reflected via better minimum cost, average cost and maximum cost than those from SSSO. The best minimum also indicates that the proposed method can reach the same search ability as some methods or can improve solution search ability up to 6.125%. Moreover, the proposed method is run by setting 40 iterations but SSSO is implemented by using 100 iterations. Once more, the better search ability of the proposed method over SSSO can be seen via 100 generation cost values over 100 runs shown in Figures 4 and 5 . For other comparisons with the remaining methods seen in Table 4 , KHA methods can find better solutions and reach better robustness than the proposed method; however, real fuel types and reported fuel types do not fit together, and recalculated fuel cost is much higher than that of the proposed method. On the other hand, the proposed method can find better solutions with lower minimum cost, lower average cost and lower maximum cost than all methods excluding CCDE [12] and MRCGA [28] for maximum cost comparison. The best minimum also indicates that the proposed method can improve solution search ability from 0.001% to 7.306%. Moreover, the proposed method is the fastest one in finding the best optimal solution since it has used only about 1500 solutions while compared methods have used from 1800 to 20,000 solutions. Consequently, it is pointed out that the proposed method is one of the most powerful methods for the first case of the system. Similarly, results reported in Table 5 also give the same evaluation since the proposed method can find the least minimum cost, the least average cost and the second least maximum cost among presented methods. For convergence speed comparison, the proposed method is also the strongest one since it has used approximately 2445 newly updated solutions meanwhile that of others has been from 3000 to 6000. The best solution found by the proposed method is given in Table A2 in the Appendix A. 
Results Comparisons on the Third System
In this part, the third system with 15 units considering complicated VWZ and RRP constraints and simple power balance constraint is used for judging the best solution as well as the search stability of the proposed method. The whole data of the system can be seen in [52] . Generation cost of the most effective runs, the least effective run and all runs on average are summarized in Table 6 . Such results confirm the superiority of the proposed method over SSSO in addition to a smaller population size and less iterations. Comparing with other methods also leads to approximately the 
In this part, the third system with 15 units considering complicated VWZ and RRP constraints and simple power balance constraint is used for judging the best solution as well as the search stability of the proposed method. The whole data of the system can be seen in [52] . Generation cost of the most effective runs, the least effective run and all runs on average are summarized in Table 6 . Such results confirm the superiority of the proposed method over SSSO in addition to a smaller population size and less iterations. Comparing with other methods also leads to approximately the same conclusion since the proposed method finds similar best solutions as CSA [14] and IFA [31] , and finds a better best solution than other methods except for ORCSA [15] . For exact comparison, IP values indicate that the proposed method can get the same performance as some methods and can improve the performance to 1.04% as compared to the worst method. However, control parameter comparison can report the fastest search ability of the proposed method because it has used about 1,200 new solutions while others have used from 5,500 to 10,000 new solutions. Figure 6 sees a high deviation between the proposed method and SSSO when all solutions of the proposed method are approximately on a line and much less than those from SSSO. The best solution found by the proposed method is given in Table A3 in the Appendix A. Figure 6 . The best fitness functions of 100 runs obtained by SSSO and ISSO for system 3.
Results Comparisons on the Fourth System
In the fourth system, 80 units with valve effects and multiple fuels are considered to supply electricity to a load of 21,600 MW. The whole data of the system can be seen in [27] . The minimum generation cost from the best power output, the maximum generation cost from the worst power output together with average generation cost of 100 runs obtained by the proposed method and other ones are shown in Table 7 . All costs show that the proposed method can find a better set of solutions than all methods for the case because all the cost values from the proposed method are less than those from other compared ones. The values of IP indicate that the proposed method can improve the best solution quality from 0.031% to 0.052% over other methods. Moreover, the proposed method is also faster than all methods for converging to the best solution since it uses under 11,000 new solutions 
In the fourth system, 80 units with valve effects and multiple fuels are considered to supply electricity to a load of 21,600 MW. The whole data of the system can be seen in [27] . The minimum generation cost from the best power output, the maximum generation cost from the worst power output together with average generation cost of 100 runs obtained by the proposed method and other ones are shown in Table 7 . All costs show that the proposed method can find a better set of solutions than all methods for the case because all the cost values from the proposed method are less than those from other compared ones. The values of IP indicate that the proposed method can improve the best solution quality from 0.031% to 0.052% over other methods. Moreover, the proposed method is also faster than all methods for converging to the best solution since it uses under 11,000 new solutions but others use from about 33,000 to 5,400,000 new solutions. Figure 7 reports a huge difference of effectiveness between the proposed method and SSSO. The best solution found by the proposed method is reported in Table A4 in the Appendix A. 
Results Comparisons on the Fifth System
In this section, the fifth system with three fuel sources for each thermal generating unit and considering valve point effects on thermal generating units is employed to run the proposed method and SSSO. Load-side power is 43,200 MW. For the entire data of the system readers can refer to [27] . Result comparisons between the proposed method with SSSO and other ones are given in Table 8 . For implementing SSSO and the proposed method, we have tried to set the population and iterations to 30 and 500 but the results from SSSO were too bad. Thus, we have continued to test its performance by increasing the values to 70 for population and 800 for iterations. As a result, generation cost values from SSSO can be improved as reported in Table 8 , but such results are still much higher than those from the proposed method. It is clearly visible that the best cost, mean cost and worst cost from the proposed method are less than those of SSSO by $23.47, $97.8746 and $248.3841, which are equivalent to an improvement level of 0.23%, 0.96% and 2.41%. Figure 8 indicates that the proposed ISSO method can find 100 better optimal solutions than SSSO and all solutions of the proposed method have the same quality as the best one while those of SSSO have an extreme deviation, leading to very high fluctuations. Not only archiving high improvement level but also using much smaller number of control parameters, the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed method over SSSO are demonstrated persuasively. Comparisons with other methods indicate the proposed method can solve the system more effectively than most methods with IP from 0.083% to 1.379% except for ISOS [44] , which finds the best generation cost of $9981.311 while that of the proposed method is $9981.65178. In spite of the outstanding results, concluding evaluation of ISOS needs more evidences, 
In this section, the fifth system with three fuel sources for each thermal generating unit and considering valve point effects on thermal generating units is employed to run the proposed method and SSSO. Load-side power is 43,200 MW. For the entire data of the system readers can refer to [27] . Result comparisons between the proposed method with SSSO and other ones are given in Table 8 . For implementing SSSO and the proposed method, we have tried to set the population and iterations to 30 and 500 but the results from SSSO were too bad. Thus, we have continued to test its performance by increasing the values to 70 for population and 800 for iterations. As a result, generation cost values from SSSO can be improved as reported in Table 8 , but such results are still much higher than those from the proposed method. It is clearly visible that the best cost, mean cost and worst cost from the proposed method are less than those of SSSO by $23.47, $97.8746 and $248.3841, which are equivalent to an improvement level of 0.23%, 0.96% and 2.41%. Figure 8 indicates that the proposed ISSO method can find 100 better optimal solutions than SSSO and all solutions of the proposed method have the same quality as the best one while those of SSSO have an extreme deviation, leading to very high fluctuations. Not only archiving high improvement level but also using much smaller number of control parameters, the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed method over SSSO are demonstrated persuasively.
Comparisons with other methods indicate the proposed method can solve the system more effectively than most methods with IP from 0.083% to 1.379% except for ISOS [44] , which finds the best generation cost of $9981.311 while that of the proposed method is $9981.65178. In spite of the outstanding results, concluding evaluation of ISOS needs more evidences, namely the total number of produced solutions over one run. The method has reported N ps = 20 and Max Iter = 60, which are lower than 30 and 500 from the proposed method. But ISOS has produced 72,000 new solutions for finding the best solution while the proposed method has produced less than 20,000 new solutions. Clearly, ISOS was slowly convergent to the best solution. Similarly, CSA [14] , ORCSA [15] as well as CBA [37] have high number of produced solutions. Namely, N nspr is equal to 120,000, 192,000 and 40,000 for CSA, ORCSA and CBA, respectively. Obviously, for the large scale system, the proposed method has shown its stronger search than all methods in terms better solutions, more stable search stability and faster speed. Thus, we can conclude that the proposed method is very potential for the system. 
Results Comparisons on the Sixth System
The sixth system is the largest system with 320 units and the same characteristic as the fifth system. We can reach the data of the system by referring to [53] . For the case, we set Nps to 30 and MaxIter to 1000 for both methods. Table 9 reports result comparisons obtained by the proposed method, SSSO, cuckoo search algorithm (CSA) [53] , SOS [44] and ISOS [44] . Achieved generation cost values see that the proposed method can save $331.025 for the best cost, $998.1825 for the mean cost and $1492.675 for the worst cost as compared to SSSO. These results are equivalent to the improvement levels, 1.63%, 4.76% and 6.94%, respectively. For comparison with other methods, the proposed methods can be more effective than CSA and SOS in terms of the best solution with IP of 0.587%, the worst solution and the stable search but it is worse than ISOS. For comparison of Nnspr, the value of 
The sixth system is the largest system with 320 units and the same characteristic as the fifth system. We can reach the data of the system by referring to [53] . For the case, we set N ps to 30 and Max Iter to 1000 for both methods. Table 9 reports result comparisons obtained by the proposed method, SSSO, cuckoo search algorithm (CSA) [53] , SOS [44] and ISOS [44] . Achieved generation cost values see that the proposed method can save $331.025 for the best cost, $998.1825 for the mean cost and $1492.675 for the worst cost as compared to SSSO. These results are equivalent to the improvement levels, 1.63%, 4.76% and 6.94%, respectively. For comparison with other methods, the proposed methods can be more effective than CSA and SOS in terms of the best solution with IP of 0.587%, the worst solution and the stable search but it is worse than ISOS. For comparison of N nspr , the value of CSA, SOS and ISOS are calculated to be equal to 120,000, 250,000 and 250,000 but that of the proposed method is less than 40,000. Also, the execution time of the proposed method is shorter than that of all methods. Clearly, the proposed method can converge to its best solution much faster than others do. 
Conclusions
In the paper, an effective modified version of the standard social spider optimization is proposed for finding optimal solutions for six different systems of the ELD problem. The proposed method is developed by modifying three mechanisms associated with three new solution generations for tackling the disadvantages of SSSO such as a lot of computational processes, slow convergence and high oscillation searches. As a result, the proposed method can reduce one control parameter, use a better generation mechanism and reduce the number of calculation processes such as mean weight of all males, weight of all males and determination of the closest female to each male. The outstanding search ability of the proposed method over SSSO is demonstrated by testing on six systems and comparing the best solution, the worst solution and average solution of all runs for each case. Comparison evaluation of study cases is pointed out several improvements of the proposed method over SSSO such as much more effective optimal solutions, higher stabilization and faster search. On the other hand, comparisons with other existing methods also give general view of the effectiveness and robustness of proposed method in dealing with ELD problem with different constraints such as non-smooth objective function considering multiple fossil fuel sources and valve effects. Namely, the proposed method can find better solutions than standard meta-heuristic algorithms such as GA, PSO, DE, TLA, CSA, etc. and other improved version of these algorithms. Moreover, the proposed method is also faster convergent to the best optimal solutions than approximately all methods once it uses lower population size and smaller number of iterations. The superiority of the proposed method over all methods can be seen for the first five system except for the last case as compared to only ISOS method, which reported better solution but slower convergence. Finally, it can conclude that the proposed method should be used as a strong optimization tool for seeking optimal solutions of ELD problem, and it can be also used for dealing with other optimization problems in electrical engineering field as well as in other engineering fields.
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Nomenclature
α n , β n , χ n Burnt fossil fuel cost function coefficients of the n-th thermal generating unit α nK n , β nK n , χ nK n , δ nK n , ε nK n Burnt fossil fuel cost function coefficients of the n-th thermal generating unit corresponding to the Kn-th fuel type P min n , P max n The lowest and highest power output of the n-th thermal generating unit P min nK n , P max nK n
The lowest and highest power output of the n-th thermal generating unit corresponding to the Kn-th fuel source P min n,VWZ j , P max n,VWZ j Lower and upper bounds of the j-th violated working zone of thermal generating unit n ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3, ϕ4, ϕ5, ϕ6, ϕ 7 , ϕ 8 Random numbers ranging from 0 to 1 ε f Randomly produced number within 0 to 1 for the f-th solution IP Improvement percentage K n Number of burnt fossil fuels of the n-th thermal generating unit Max Iter Maximum number of iterations N Number of considered thermal generating units N nspr
Number of newly updated solutions per run N ps
Population size NVWZ n Number of violated working zones of the n-th thermal generating unit P a Probability of selecting the first model P n
Power output of the n-th and j-th thermal generating unit P j
Power output of the j-th thermal generating unit P RR Total requested reserve power of power system V closet Vibration intensity of one spider that is closest to the f-th female spider V best
Vibration intensity best spider in current population VWZ j
The j-th violated working zone X closest Position of the closest spider to f-th female X best Position of the best spider in the current population X f,f
Position of the f-th female spider X m,m Position of the m-th male spider Appendix A Table A1 . The best decision variables for systems 1 found by the proposed method.
Unit n P n (MW) Table A4 . The best decision variables for system 4 found by the proposed method.
Unit n P n (MW) Unit n P n (MW) Unit n P n (MW) Unit n P n (MW) 
